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The equation of state of anatase TiO2 has been determined experimentally—using polycrystalline as well as
single-crystal material—and compared with theoretical calculations using the ab initio perturbed ion model.
The results are highly consistent, the zero-pressure bulk modulus being 179共2兲 GPa from experiment and 189
GPa from theory. Single-crystal tetragonal anatase transforms to the orthorhombic ␣ -PbO2 structure at about
4.5 GPa. This transition is suppressed in the polycrystalline material at room temperature, probably due to the
presence of grain boundaries and other crystal defects. Polycrystalline anatase is found to transform to the
monoclinic baddeleyite structure at about 13 GPa. Upon decompression, the baddeleyite phase transforms to
the ␣ -PbO2 phase at about 7 GPa. The experimental zero-pressure bulk moduli are 258共8兲 GPa for the ␣ -PbO2
phase and 290共10兲 GPa for the baddeleyite phase.

I. INTRODUCTION

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) exists in nature as the minerals
rutile, anatase, and brookite. There have been many studies
of the electronic and structural properties of titanium dioxide, experimental as well as theoretical. However, only the
rutile phase has been studied extensively. Rutile is an important rock-forming mineral and the most abundant TiO2 polymorph in nature. In addition, most crystal-growth techniques
basically yield titanium dioxide in the rutile phase. Anatase
is less dense than rutile and also found to be less stable.1,2
Relative to rutile there are fewer investigations of the anatase
phase, although it constitutes most of the commercially produced material. Due to its high refractive index and lack of
absorption of visible light, anatase is used as a white pigment
for paints, plastics, and paper. Current research is investigating its photocatalytic properties and its use in optoelectronic
devices.3,4 In a theoretical study, Dewhurst and Lowther5
suggest that a fluorite structure of TiO2, as yet unidentified
experimentally, could have a hardness approaching that of
boron nitride. Recently, nanocrystalline TiO2 has attracted
some interest with respect to particle size effects on transformation kinetics and structural stability.6–8
It is well known that titanium dioxide appears in highpressure phases that are isostructural with columbite 共orthorhombic ␣ -PbO2) and baddeleyite 共monoclinic ZrO2).1,9,10
High-pressure, high-temperature treatment of titanium dioxide yields the ␣ -PbO2 modification, which can be quenched
to ambient conditions. At room-temperature compression,
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rutile is preserved up to the pressure 12 GPa, where it transforms to the baddeleyite-type phase. In decompression, the
latter phase transforms to the ␣ -PbO2 phase at 7 GPa.11 Using x-ray diffraction, Haines and Léger12 claim that anatase
transforms to the ␣ -PbO2 phase, and above 10 GPa to the
baddeleyite phase. Using Raman spectroscopy, Lagarec and
Desgreniers13 have observed that single-crystal anatase transforms to the ␣ -PbO2 phase between 4.5 and 7 GPa. The
resulting polycrystalline sample was then found to transform
to the baddeleyite phase between 13 and 17 GPa.
The present work is an experimental and theoretical highpressure structural study of TiO2, using anatase as the starting material. Very precise unit-cell parameters of anatase
have been determined by single-crystal x-ray diffraction. At
the phase transition, however, the specimen breaks and cannot be further investigated. Using powder diffraction, it has
been possible to study anatase as well as its high-pressure
polymorphs, albeit with a lower resolution than in the singlecrystal work. Due to the scatter of published data on the
equation-of-state parameters of anatase, we have also investigated this polymorph theoretically using a quantummechanical method. As the results will show, the calculated
high-pressure behavior of anatase is in very good agreement
with the experimental data of the present work.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
A. Single-crystal diffraction

A natural anatase crystal from Hardangervidda, Norway
was used in the high-pressure single-crystal x-ray-diffraction
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TABLE I. Experimental unit-cell parameters a, c, and V of single-crystal anatase. V Qtz denotes unit-cell
volume of quartz used as pressure standard. X1, X2, and X3 denote fragments of the same single-crystal.
Experiment
X3
X1 P1
X1 P2
X1 P3
X2 P4
X2 P5
X2 P6

V Qtz (Å 3 )
110.728共13兲
107.487共7兲
103.795共8兲
104.521共8兲
105.461共7兲
108.961共7兲

P 共GPa兲
0.0001a
0.786共5兲
2.138共4兲
4.043共5兲
3.634共5兲
3.130共4兲
1.490共3兲

a 共Å兲
3.785 12共8兲
3.781 79共16兲
3.776 49共10兲
3.769 75共10兲
3.771 3共2兲
3.773 09共19兲
3.779 17共16兲

c 共Å兲
9.511 85共13兲
9.486 48共18兲
9.444 60共11兲
9.385 47共10兲
9.397 8共3兲
9.414 3共2兲
9.464 7共3兲

V (Å 3 )
136.278 共6兲
135.675共12兲
134.698共8兲
133.377共7兲
133.660共16兲
134.024共14兲
135.176共12兲

a

Crystal measured in air.

study. A 50⫻75⫻100  m3 crystal fragment was loaded in a
BGI-type diamond-anvil cell14 together with a ruby for rough
pressure determination by the ruby-fluorescence technique15
and a quartz crystal to act as an internal pressure standard.16
A T301 stainless-steel gasket with a 250-m hole and a 4:1
methanol-ethanol mixture as pressure-transmitting medium
were used. Unit-cell parameters of both the anatase and the
pressure calibrant quartz crystals were measured using a customized HUBER four-circle diffractometer operated with
unmonochromatized Mo x-ray radiation. The technique of
diffracted-beam crystal centering17 was employed to obtain
correct setting angles. Details about the diffractometer and
the centering procedure are given by Angel et al.16 The lattice parameters constrained to tetragonal symmetry were obtained by a vector-least-squares fit18 to the corrected reflection positions. After the high-pressure run, the diamond-anvil
cell was unloaded and the breakdown product was identified
in air using a Labram Raman spectrometer equipped with a
He-Ne laser 共wavelength 632.8 nm and power 15 mW兲.
B. Powder diffraction

The polycrystalline sample used in the present work is
99.6% TiO2 anatase powder, purchased from Goodfellow
Cambridge Ltd. High-pressure x-ray-diffraction spectra were
recorded by the white-beam energy-dispersive method using
synchrotron radiation in the 10–60-keV energy range. The
diffractometer, working in the energy-dispersive mode, has
been described elsewhere.19 High pressures were obtained in
a Syassen-Holzapfel-type diamond-anvil cell.20 The sample
and a small ruby chip were enclosed in a hole of diameter 0.2
mm in an Inconel gasket. A 16:3:1 methanol:ethanol:water
mixture was used as the pressure-transmitting medium. The
pressure was determined from the wavelength shift of the
ruby fluorescence line using the nonlinear pressure scale of
Mao et al.21 The Bragg angle associated with each series of
diffraction spectra was deduced from a zero-pressure spectrum of NaCl with a known lattice constant.
High-temperature, high-pressure x-ray-diffraction data
have also been obtained using MAX80 multi-anvil equipment. In this device, energy-dispersive x-ray-diffraction
spectra can be recorded in situ, the slit-collimated x-ray
beams entering and exiting between the anvils. The central
part of the sample chamber consists of a cylindrical boron
nitride container with an internal diameter of 1 mm. Half of
the container is filled with the sample powder 共anatase TiO2
in our case兲, the other half is filled with NaCl powder for

calibration purposes. The cubic sample chamber is compressed by six anvils in a large hydraulic press. The pressure
is determined from the lattice constant of NaCl using the
Decker equation of state.22 Electric current can be sent
through a graphite heater via two appropriate anvils. Each
experimental run consists of a room-temperature compression to a selected pressure, followed by an isobaric heating to
high temperature.
C. The equation of state

For each phase, the pressure-volume data can be described by the Birch23 equation of state:
P/B 0 ⫽ 23 共 x ⫺7/3⫺x ⫺5/3兲关 1⫹ 43 共 B 0⬘ ⫺4 兲共 x ⫺2/3⫺1 兲兴 , 共1兲
where x⫽V/V 0 , V is the volume at pressure P, V 0 is the
volume at zero pressure, and B 0 and B ⬘0 are the isothermal
bulk modulus and its pressure derivative, both parameters
being evaluated at zero pressure. Values of B 0 and B 0⬘ are
obtained from a least-squares fit of Eq. 共1兲 to the experimental PV data.
III. RESULTS FOR SINGLE-CRYSTAL ANATASE

Anatase has a tetragonal crystal structure with space
group I4 1 /amd(141). The unit cell contains four TiO2 formula units. At ambient conditions we obtain a 0
⫽3.785 12(8) and c 0 ⫽9.511 85(13) Å in good agreement
with literature data. From these data the density of mass is
calculated to  0 ⫽3.8941(2) g/cm3. Thus, anatase is 8% less
dense than rutile at ambient pressure.
Anatase was found to undergo a phase transition between
4 and 5 GPa 共about 4.5 GPa兲 where the single crystal broke
into a fine-grained powder. The breakdown reaction was repeated twice to confirm its reproducibility. Identification of
the powder was done by Raman spectroscopy and showed
the formation of the ␣ -PbO2 structure. The observed bands
共the strongest ones at 153, 174, 288, 316, 342, 359, and 426
cm⫺1兲 are in good agreement with those reported by Liu and
Mernagh.10
The pressure variation of the unit-cell parameters is
shown in Table I. The pressure has been determined from the
quartz unit-cell volume, also given in Table I, using the
equation-of-state parameters of Angel et al.16 The zeropressure bulk modulus and its pressure derivative were determined by a fully weighted least-squares fit of the equation
of state 共1兲 to the PV data set. This gives B 0 ⫽179(2) GPa
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TABLE II. Experimental results for single-crystal anatase. The
uncertainties in parentheses are the standard deviations in units of
the last decimal place.
Lattice constant, a 0
Lattice constant, c 0
Unit-cell volume, V 0
Density of mass,  0
Bulk modulus, B 0
Pressure derivative, B 0⬘
Linear compressibility, ␤ a
Linear compressibility, ␤ c

3.785 12共8兲 Å
9.511 85共13兲 Å
136.278共6兲 Å3
3.894 1共2兲 g/cm3
179共2兲 GPa
4.5共10兲
0.001 00共2兲 GPa⫺1
0.003 30共2兲 GPa⫺1

and B 0⬘ ⫽4.5(10) with V 0 ⫽136.277(5) Å 3 关the temperature
is T⫽298(1) K兴. The linear compressibility ␤ along the a
and c axes of the tetragonal unit cell has been calculated
from the polynomial equations
g i 共 P 兲 ⫽g i 共 0 兲共 1⫺ ␤ i P⫹ ␦ i P 2 兲 ,

i⫽a and c,

共2兲

where g i ( P) is the lattice parameter in the i-axis direction at
pressure P, and ␦ i is a constant that gives the pressure dependence of the compressibility. A least-squares fit gives
␤ a ⫽0.001 00(2) and ␤ c ⫽0.003 30(2) GPa⫺1. Thus, the c
axis is more compressible than the a axis. Table II summarizes the experimental results for single-crystal anatase.
IV. RESULTS FOR POLYCRYSTALLINE ANATASE
A. The anatase phase

Figure 1 shows a zero-pressure diffraction spectrum of
anatase. Trace of the strongest 110 peak of rutile is visible in
the spectrum. An analysis, based on peak height, indicates
that the titanium dioxide sample contains approximately
1.5% rutile. The Bragg peak positions, converted to interplanar spacings d, are shown in Fig. 2 as functions of energy.
Two independent runs gave practically the same parameters
of the Birch equation 共1兲. As a final result we quote B 0

FIG. 2. Lattice plane spacing, d, obtained from powder diffraction, as a function of pressure, P. Circles denote anatase, triangles
the baddeleyite phase, and squares the ␣ -PbO2 phase. Filled symbols and full lines denote data obtained in a compression run, open
symbols and broken lines denote decompression.

⫽190(10) GPa and B 0⬘ ⫽5.3(10), where the uncertainty
given in parentheses is the standard error in units of the last
decimal place.
In contrast to the single-crystal studies, we do not observe
any pressure-induced transformation of anatase to the
␣ -PbO2-type phase at about 4.5 GPa. The sample is found to
be pure anatase until it transforms to the baddeleyite structure at about 13 GPa. Figure 3 shows the pressure-volume
data for all the TiO2 polymorphs of the present powderdiffraction study.
B. The baddeleyite phase

The baddeleyite structure has a monoclinic unit cell and
space group P2 1 /c(14). The unit cell contains four TiO2
formula units. By extrapolation we obtain the following
b0
zero-pressure lattice constants: a 0 ⫽4.662(15),
⫽4.969(15), and c 0 ⫽4.911(15) Å, and ␤ 0 ⫽99.4(1)°,
from which the density of mass  0 ⫽4.73(4) g cm⫺3 is calculated. Baddeleyite-type TiO2 is thus 11% denser than rutile
at ambient pressure. The extrapolated zero-pressure volume
has been used when fitting the equation of state 共1兲 to the
baddeleyite-type PV data. Because of the uncertainty involved in the extrapolation procedure and the scatter of the
PV data at the highest pressures, we have assumed that the
pressure derivative of the bulk modulus is B ⬘0 ⫽4.00. The
zero-pressure bulk modulus is then B 0 ⫽290(10) GPa.
C. The ␣ -PbO2 phase

FIG. 1. Energy-dispersive powder-diffraction spectrum of TiO2
at ambient pressure. Miller indices for the Bragg peaks are indicated. The Bragg angle is  ⫽4.95°. Intensities are given in arbitrary units. The peak denoted R110 is due to a small amount of
rutile in the sample.

Upon decompression, the baddeleyite-type phase transforms to the orthorhombic ␣ -PbO2-type phase at about 7
GPa. The latter phase is the only one present after complete
pressure release. This is in agreement with our previous observations with rutile as the starting material.11
The ␣ -PbO2 type structure has an orthorhombic unit cell
and space group Pbcn(60). The unit cell contains four TiO2
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TABLE III. Results of aiPI⫹uCHF calculations for anatase
TiO2. The lattice parameters a and c have been optimized. The
relative z position of oxygen in the unit cell has been fixed at the
experimental value z⫽0.2066.30 The calculated zero-pressure values of the lattice constants; the bulk modulus and its pressure derivative; and the linear compressibilities are V 0,calc⫽143.8 Å 3 ,
a 0,calc⫽3.780 Å, and c 0,calc⫽10.05 Å, B 0 ⫽189.5 GPa and B ⬘0
⫽3.4; and ␤ a,calc⫽0.001 62 GPa⫺1 and ␤ c,calc⫽0.001 85 GPa⫺1.
P 共GPa兲
0.0938
2.0959
4.1915
6.3851
8.6813
11.0852
13.6020
16.2373
18.9970
21.8873
24.9148
28.0864
34.8920
42.3688
50.5894

V/V 0

a/a 0

c/c 0

0.999 51
0.989 20
0.978 90
0.968 59
0.958 29
0.947 98
0.937 68
0.927 38
0.917 07
0.906 77
0.896 46
0.886 16
0.865 55
0.844 94
0.824 33

1.000 00
0.996 71
0.993 40
0.990 05
0.986 67
0.983 25
0.979 80
0.976 32
0.972 80
0.969 24
0.965 65
0.962 03
0.954 66
0.947 14
0.939 47

1.000 00
0.996 23
0.992 44
0.988 65
0.984 84
0.981 04
0.977 23
0.973 40
0.969 56
0.965 71
0.961 85
0.957 97
0.950 19
0.942 35
0.934 45

molecules. At ambient pressure we obtain the lattice constants a 0 ⫽4.541(6), b 0 ⫽5.493(8), and c 0 ⫽4.906(9) Å in
good agreement with literature data.24 The calculated zeropressure density is  0 ⫽4.336(12) g cm⫺3. Thus, the
␣ -PbO2-type phase is 2% denser than rutile at ambient pressure.
In a high-pressure, high-temperature experiment, the
␣ -PbO2-type phase was quenched from 6.65 GPa and
900 °C. The equation of state was then determined from a
room temperature, isothermal compression to 10 GPa. By
fitting the equation of state 共1兲 to the observed PV data, we
obtain B 0 ⫽258(8) GPa and B 0⬘ ⫽4.1(3). Subsequently, we
have learned that our results are in very good agreement with
Akaogi et al.,25 who have found B 0 ⫽253(4) GPa, assuming
B 0⬘ ⫽4.00.
V. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

We have followed a quantum-mechanical approach to describe theoretically the equation of state 共EOS兲 of the anatase
phase. Our theoretical method is the ab initio perturbed ion
model 共aiPI兲.26 Briefly, we solve the Hartree-Fock 共HF兲
equations of the TiO2 anatase structure by breaking the crystal wave function into localized Ti4⫹ and O2⫺ ionic group
functions. A detailed description of the computational implementation and its latest update has been given by Blanco
et al.27 For the Ti4⫹ and O2⫺ ions, we have used the nearly
HF exponential Clementi and Roetti28 basis sets. Besides, a
correlation energy correction is added to the total energy
using the Coulomb-Hartree-Fock method of Clementi.29
Our computational strategy is as follows. First, we calculate the total energy of the anatase phase in a set of volumes
that covers a range from 0.74V e to 1.17V e , where V e is the

FIG. 3. Experimental pressure-volume data for the polycrystalline TiO2 polymorphs investigated in the present work. The notation
is the same as in Fig. 2. The unit-cell volumes have been normalized by dividing with V 0,anatase .

experimental unit-cell volume at normal conditions (V e
⫽136.3 Å 3 , cf. Table II兲. Second, for each volume we obtain
the optimum values of the lattice parameters a and c that
minimize the crystal energy, E crys , whereas the oxygen parameter z is fixed to the experimental value (z⫽0.2066). 30
Finally, the computed (E crys ,V) pairs are used to calculate
the pressure-volume data by minimizing the static Gibbs energy (G⫽E crys⫹ PV) with respect to V at selected values of
P in the range 0–50 GPa.
We have also generated values of the zero-pressure bulk
modulus and its pressure derivatives: B 0 , B 0⬘ , and B ⬙0 , by
means of a numerical fitting procedure31 consistent with the
Birch equation of state 共1兲. Our values are 189.5 GPa, 3.42,
and ⫺0.0217 GPa⫺1, respectively. The calculated equilibrium zero-pressure values of the unit-cell volume and the
lattice constants are V 0,calc⫽143.8 Å 3 , a 0,calc⫽3.78 Å, and
c 0,calc⫽10.05 Å. The calculated linear compressibilities are
␤ a,calc⫽0.001 62 and ␤ c,calc⫽0.001 85 GPa⫺1. Table III
summarizes the theoretical results for the anatase phase.
VI. DISCUSSION

The transformation of anatase single crystals to the
␣ -PbO2 structure at about 4.5 GPa is in agreement with earlier single-crystal Raman spectroscopy studies.10,13 However,
the transformation pressure seems to be largely dependent on
the specific design of the experiment and the sample used.
Liu and Mernagh10 reported the irreversible transformation
at 5.4共2兲 GPa, and Lagarec and Desgreniers13 between 4.5
and 7 GPa. Extrapolating the PT reaction boundaries of
Dachille et al.1 yields a transformation pressure of about 2.3
GPa, which indicates a considerable enhancement of the observed transition pressure at room temperature. The metastable behavior of anatase is even more pronounced in our
powder data. We believe that lattice defects, in particular
grain boundaries, are responsible for the missing transition to
the ␣ -PbO2 phase in our room-temperature compression of
polycrystalline anatase. In a study comparable to ours,
Haines and Léger12 describe the transition as sluggish. Moreover, they do not give any quantitative data for the transition
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TABLE IV. Experimental bulk moduli of the TiO2 polymorphs.
Polymorph

B 0 共GPa兲

Anatase
Rutilea
␣ -PbO2 type
Baddeleyite type

179共2兲
211共10兲
258共8兲
290共10兲

B 0⬘

 0 共g/cm3兲

 0 /  0,rutile

4.5共10兲
6.5共7兲
4.1共3兲
4.0b

3.8941共2兲
4.2485共2兲
4.336共12兲
4.728共15兲c

0.9166共1兲
1.0000
1.021共1兲
1.113共1兲

Data from Gerward and Olsen 共Ref. 11兲.
Assumed value.
c
Extrapolated value.
a

b

pressure of the claimed anatase to ␣ -PbO2 phase transformation.
The phase transition from anatase to the ␣ -PbO2-type
phase seems to have been most clearly seen in the singlecrystal Raman-scattering studies by Lagarec and
Desgreniers.13 It is reasonable to assume that polycrystalline
samples contain more lattice defects than single-crystal anatase, in particular grain boundaries, which may prevent the
transition at room temperature. It should be noted, however,
that we do observe the transition from anatase to the ␣ -PbO2
phase by applying a moderate heating at high pressure. Thus,
we have found that the ␣ -PbO2 phase appears between 200
and 400 °C in a sample compressed to 4.5 GPa.
Table IV summarizes our experimental data on the
equation-of-state parameters of the TiO2 polymorphs. For
completeness, also data for rutile are included. There is a
considerable scatter in the literature about the zero-pressure
value of the bulk modulus of anatase. Haines and Léger12
have reported a very low value of 59 GPa. Also their corresponding B 0 values for the ␣ -PbO2 共98 GPa兲 and baddeleyite 共522 GPa兲 phases are in disagreement with our results.
The very large B 0 value 共360 GPa兲 for anatase, reported by
Lagarec and Desgreniers,13 should be considered with some
caution, because it has been obtained from three experimental points only. On the theoretical side, Mo and Ching32 have
got 272 GPa, and Dewhurst and Lowther5 194 GPa for anatase. In the present work, we obtain 179共2兲 GPa from experiment and 189 GPa from theory. Thus, there is a good agreement between theory and experiment in the present work.
We observe that the aiPI model tends to overestimate the
unit-cell volume, V 0,calc , by about 5% compared with the
experimental value. This is mainly due to a corresponding
overestimation of the lattice constant along the c axis,
whereas a 0,calc is close to the experimental value. The calculated linear compressibility ␤ c,calc is larger than ␤ a,calc in
agreement with experiment, but the difference is smaller than
observed experimentally 共cf. Sec. III兲. We relate these discrepancies to a limitation of the aiPI model, which considers
only spherical distortions for the electronic density of the
ions.
Mo and Ching32 have found that the zero-pressure bulk
modulus of anatase is larger than that of rutile. Whereas we
agree with them in the case of their B 0 value for rutile, their
corresponding value for anatase is more than 70 GPa larger
than our experimental and theoretical values. In contrast, the
most recent theoretical B 0 value for anatase, calculated by
Dewhurst and Lowther,5 is close to our experimental and
theoretical results. The Dewhurst and Lowther B 0 value of
anatase is 20% lower than that of rutile, whereas our experi-

FIG. 4. Relative volume of anatase TiO2. Circles and squares
denote two experimental runs with polycrystalline anatase, triangles
denote single-crystal data, and the solid curve is the result of the
theoretical calculation using the ab initio perturbed ion model.

ments indicate that the anatase B 0 value should be about
10% lower than that of rutile. We have checked this issue
further by computing the zero-pressure bulk modulus of
rutile with our aiPI model. Following a similar computational procedure as outlined above for anatase, we obtain
B 0,rutile⫽212 GPa. This value is in very good agreement with
experimental results, obtained by us and others, whereas Dewhurst and Lowther5 have obtained the somewhat larger
value, B 0,rutile⫽243 GPa.
As shown in Table IV, our zero-pressure bulk moduli for
the TiO2 polymorphs follow the expected sequence. First,
they are all of the order of 200 GPa, a value that is basically
controlled by the oxygen anion sublattice. In rutile and anatase, the oxygen positions can be derived from a cubic closepacked array. Therefore, these two polymorphs should have
similar B 0 values. Second, it is seen that B 0 increases with
increasing density of the polymorphs, i.e., in the order from
anatase, rutile, ␣ -PbO2 phase, to the baddeleyite phase. Dewhurst and Lowther,5 in their theoretical calculations, find
that the bulk moduli increase in the same order, albeit in a
more narrow range than in the present work. This general
trend, which is reasonable for a given material exhibiting
polymorphism, gives consistency to our results. The physical
reason is that the instantaneous bulk modulus B increases
with pressure, and increasing density may be considered here
as analogous to increasing pressure.
In Fig. 4 we show the relative volume of anatase TiO2 as
a function of pressure. For pressures below 8 GPa, the experimental points—for polycrystalline as well as singlecrystal material—agree very well with the theoretical calculation 共the full curve兲. Thus there is a highly satisfying
consistency in the results of the present work. For pressures
in the 9–14-GPa range, the experimental points for the polycrystalline material tend to deviate upwards in the PV diagram from the calculated equation of state. We have observed the same apparent lattice hardening for rutile.11 It may
be an effect of deviations from hydrostatic conditions for
pressures above about 10 GPa.
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